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Abstract—Permanent magnet machines including a magnetic
gearing effect are attractive for low-speed high-torque applications. This paper proposes a dual-stator axial-flux machine
topology with a high ratio for the number of rotor poles to
concentrated stator coils. The stator consists of a relatively
small number of teeth, with each tooth including multiple
smaller/auxiliary teeth. The rotor employs spoke-type permanent
magnets, which result in high flux concentration, thereby further
improving the torque density. The paper discusses the principle
of operation of the proposed machine topology. Finite element
results on example designs with 6 stator teeth, each having 2
and 3 auxiliary teeth, and with 20, 32, and 34 rotor poles are
presented, respectively. Other feasible slot-pole combinations are
also identified.
Index Terms—Permanent magnet machines, axial flux, Vernier
electric machines, spoke permanent magnets, special electric
motors, high-torque low-speed machines, electromagnetic FEA.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Permanent magnet (PM) machines with an integrated magnetic gearing effect are useful for low-speed direct-drive
applications because of their potential for very high torque
density. Such PM machine topolgies, often referred to as
derivations of the Vernier-type concept, have been proposed
over the years, going back to 1990 [1] and with more recent
researches published, for example, in [2]–[8]. Due to the high
magnetic leakage and relatively large equivalent air-gap, the
power factor is inherently low in these types of electrical
machines and in order to improve performance dual stator
arrangements have been proposed, e.g. [3], [4], [9].
The work described in this paper brings further contributions
to the topic by proposing the use, in such a single-rotor doublestator arrangement, of concentrated coils wound around a
set of main stator teeth with profiled tips creating additional
smaller teeth and modulating the air-gap surface in order to
enhance a magnetic gearing effect. A “spoke” PM rotor is
employed for magnetic flux concentration and the combination
of central rotor arrangement with special design provisions for
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the placement and winding of the two stators ensures minimum
flux leakage leading to very high specific magnetic loading.
The studies reported in this paper indicate that the proposed
topology may be suitable especially for for low-speed directdrive applications. Nevertheless, with the recent developments
of power electronics and the availability of wide band gap
semiconductor devices, which have the ability to switch at
very high frequencies, the use of this high polarity machine
may be extended also to higher speed applications [10].
In the following section, possible combinations of large and
small/auxiliary teeth and rotor poles are investigated for threephase windings, especially with low number of concentrated
coils, e.g. 6, 9 and 12. The principle of operation for this
machine topology is explained and illustrated for a design with
6 coils and main stator teeth, each including 2 or 3 auxiliary
teeth. The third section of the paper covers main design
considerations and associated finite element analysis (FEA)
for machines with 20, 32, and 34 rotor poles. A technique
for improving performance by circumferentially shifting the
two stators with respect to each other and a comparative
design study are described in the fourth section before drawing
conclusions.
II. P ROPOSED H IGH P OLARITY M OTOR T OPOLOGY
The proposed machine topology, which employs stator coils
concentrated around special main teeth that have notches
in the tips creating auxiliary teeth and a high polarity PM
rotor, is exemplified in a single-rotor dual-stator axial flux
arrangement in Fig.1. Such machines can be designed with
different numbers of stator teeth and rotor poles as illustrated
in Fig.2.
The operating principle of these special motors has similarities with Vernier type machines and magnetic gears, and
can be explained though the fact that the armature MMF,
which has a number of poles not equal to that of the rotor,
is modulated by the main, auxiliary stator teeth, and slots
such that a component of flux density corresponding to the
rotor poles is created in the air-gap. The relation between the
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Table I
F EASIBLE LARGE STATOR TEETH , SMALL STATOR TEETH , AND ROTOR
POLE COMBINATIONS

(a)

Large Stator
Teeth

Armature
Poles

Small Stator
Teeth

Rotor
Poles

Winding
Factor

6

2

2
3
4

22
34
46

0.500
0.500
0.500

6

4

2
3
4

20
32
44

0.866
0.866
0.866

9

6

2
3
4

30
48
66

0.866
0.866
0.866

12

8

2
3
4

40
64
88

0.866
0.866
0.866

(b)

Figure 1. High polarity axial flux machine concept with rotor PMs in a spoketype arrangement and multiple stator teeth, including a modulated profile
towards the air-gap. Flux concentration and modulation is achieved by the
dual action of the PMs and stator teeth. The special stator teeth shape allows
the use of a relatively small number of coils, which may be pre-wound. High
slot fill factors could be achieved together with the possible use of compressed
aluminum conductor technology.

number of rotor poles, main and auxiliary stator teeth and
armature poles is established as:
Pr = 2 × Tms × tst − Pa ,

(1)

where, Pr is the number of rotor poles; Tms , the number of
main stator teeth; tst , the number of auxiliary stator teeth and
Pa , the number of armature poles.
The operating principle of the proposed topology is exemplified for the afore mentioned 6/32 machine design. The
following simplified analysis neglects the saliency introduced
by the spoke PM rotor, which might be significant, depending
on different factors such as the number of poles, and the ratio
of PM pole width to the pole pitch. Furthermore, the analysis
also assumes that the widths of the main and auxiliary stator
slots are the same.
Considering, for example, a machine with 6 main stator
teeth, and 3 auxiliary teeth per main stator tooth, wound for
4 poles, the number of rotor poles required is 32 (Fig.2b).
For simplicity such a configuration will be referred to in the
following as a 6/32 design. Examples of other feasible stator
teeth and rotor pole combinations, together with their fundamental winding factors, are listed in Table I. In a variation of
this machine topology, if the armature is wound for 2 poles,
the number of rotor poles required is 34 as per (1).
The 6/32 machine has the same winding configuration as
a 6-slot(teeth) 4-pole PM synchronous machine, the armature
reaction MMF of which (Fig. 3a) may be expressed in the
form of a Fourier Series over one mechanical cycle of 360◦
as follows:
∞
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and thus the MMF contains not only a 4 pole (ν = 2)
component, but also 8, 16, 20, and 28 pole components.
The permeance, Pm , due to all the slot openings and teeth
on the air-gap surface (Fig. 3b) can be expressed by neglecting
the higher order components as:
Pm = ho + h1 cos 18θ,

(3)

where ho is the DC component of the permeance, and h1 is
its fundamental component corresponding to the total number
of slot openings, i.e. main slots and “dummy” slots/notches
on the stator teeth i.e. Tms × tst ).
The airgap flux due to the armature reaction is the product
of the previous two terms,
9
π
π
π
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3
3
3
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3
3
3
(4)
The 32 pole component of this air-gap flux density (see
order ν = 16 in Fig. 3d) is substantial and interacts with the
32 pole PM rotor field in order to produce a net synchronous
torque.
Furthermore, because the permeance has, in addition to the
high-order harmonic, a DC component, all the MMF harmonics are also present in the air-gap flux density, i.e. 4, 8, 16, 20,
28, and others, as illustrated in Fig. 3d. Therefore, the 32 pole
component already present in the armature MMF is further
enhanced by the interaction of the 4 pole (ν = 2) component
of the armature MMF with the fundamental component of the
permeance, which has a mechanical harmonic order of 18.
The non-torque producing components create loss in the
rotor as well as torque pulsations, and can be reduced, in
principle, by appropriate electromagnetic design.
Bg = P

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Developed (linearly unrolled) view of the proposed axial flux PM machine with (a) two and (b) three small (auxiliary) stator teeth, created per each
main tooth by tip notches. For both topologies, the connections of the concentrated coils are made such as to produce a four pole armature flux. Different
number of poles, 20 and 32, respectively, are employed in the rotor in order to correlate with the stator topology and maximize torque production as exemplified
in Table I. The designs are illustrated in “spoke” PM rotor arrangements, but other rotor topologies are also possible.

III. F INITE E LEMENT A NALYSIS (FEA) AND
D ESIGN C ONSIDERATIONS
Two-dimensional finite element analysis (FEA) was employed for modeling the proposed AFPM machine in an
unrolled plane at the average machine diameter. The outer and
the inner diameters of the stator core are 250 mm and 150mm,
respectively. Studies were performed at an operational speed
of 300 rpm.
The performance of three different machine topologies,
i.e. a 6/20 machine with 2 auxiliary teeth per main stator
tooth, a 6/32 machine with 3 auxiliary teeth per main tooth;
and of a 6/34 machine, with 3 auxiliary teeth per main
tooth was comparatively studied. All three machines have
the same dimensions and the same copper losses. Results are
summarized in Table II.
It is noted that the 6/32 machine performs significantly
better in terms of output power, efficiency, and torque ripple.
trends are in line with expectations as the torque density
increases with the number of auxiliary stator teeth. Nevertheless, the PM fringing flux also increases with the number
of auxiliary stator teeth, meaning that there is an upper limit
for the number of auxiliary stator teeth that may be profitably
employed.
It is also observed that both the 6/32 and the 6/20 machine
significantly outperform the 6/34 machine, in terms of output
power and “goodness”, which is defined as the ratio between
the output torque and the square root of power losses. Superior
performance may be in part attributed to the higher winding
factor of the former two machines. A more in depth systematic
study is required as, for example, the 6/34 machine has a
pole ratio of 17, while the 6/20 and 6/32 have a 5 and 8
ratio, respectively, and a higher pole ratio may lead to higher
leakage [11], while, on the other hand, the flux concentration
for the same diameter increases with the number of poles for
a “spoke” rotor.
All the machines were designed such that the width of each
auxiliary stator tooth equals the rotor pole pitch. This also
equals the widths of the auxiliary slots. As a result the width
of the main slot opening, wso , for the example 6/32 machine
has a fixed value of
32τ − 6 × 5τ
= 1/3τ,
(5)
wso =
6

where τ is the PM rotor pole pitch.
In this case, the pole pitch at the inner rotor diameter is
approximately 15 mm resulting in a stator slot opening of
about 5 mm, which is a relatively small value being given
the overall dimensions of the considered motor design. This
could require special manufacturing techniques, for instance,
the stator teeth may be pre-wound and inserted into the stator
back iron as seen in Fig. 1b. In this regard, the 6/34 machine
that has a width of the slot opening of 2/3τ , which for
the inner diameter of the studied motor design comes out to
be around 9 mm, has an advantage. It should be noted that
although designs with the widths of both auxiliary stator teeth
and slots set equal to the rotor pole pitch were considered in
this study, it is expected that varying these widths may have a
direct effect on the air-gap permeance and hence, the torque.
These design issues are currently subjects for further studies.
This topology also presents other manufacturing challenges
specific to spoke PM rotors, which may comprise discrete solid
or laminated pole pieces bolted together, and a non magnetic
hub in between the shaft and permanent magnets. Another
possible construction consists of individual rotor laminations
with intricate thin bridges towards the shaft and, possibly,
towards the airgap as well.
In case of the stator, an alternative construction may be
employed, using open slots. A specially fabricated toothed
structure may be subsequently placed on the surface of the
stator core facing the airgap. This approach might present
dual advantages in terms of manufacturability, as well as for
decoupling the selection of the number of modulator teeth
from the number of stator teeth, in contrast to the current
construction wherein the number of modulator teeth is forced
to be an integral multiple of the number of stator teeth.
As part of the study, an alternative machine configuration
comprising two rotors and a stator with a set of concentrated coreless coils “sandwiched” between stationary auxiliary/modulating teeth, i.e blocks of ferromagnetic steel is
considered. The use of the ferromagnetic modulation would
allow in this topology the use of a relatively large number of
PM poles, for a small number of concentrated stator coils. As
an example, a 6 coil machine with 32 poles and 18 modulating
teeth was examined.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3. Analytically estimated MMF, permeance, and flux density in the air-gap an example machine with 6 large stator teeth, each with

3 small (auxiliary) teeth, and 32 rotor poles. The 4 pole armature reaction MMF is modulated by the stator teeth enhancing the 32 pole
component of armature MMF. This component interacts with the rotor field in order to produce the main synchronous torque.

Figure 4. Open circuit flux lines obtained from 2D FEA, illustrating the high leakage of the PM flux affecting the air-gap flux and yielding a reduced flux
density in the stator back iron.
Table II
P ERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED MACHINES AT A RATED SPEED OF 300 RPM . A LL THE MACHINES HAVE THE SAME MAIN DIMENSIONS
AND COPPER LOSS . I N ALL CASES , THE TWO STATORS ARE AXIALLY AND CIRCUMFERENTIALLY ALIGNED WITH RESPECT TO THE CENTRAL ROTOR .

Coils/Rotor
Poles

kt
(Nm/A)

Output
(kW)

Core Loss
Loss(W)

Copper
Loss (W)

Goodness
√
(Nm/ W )

Torque
ripple (%)

Power
factor

Electrical
efficiency (%)

6/20
6/32
6/34

7.20
8.00
4.58

3.39
3.77
2.16

90
120
84

318
318
318

5.34
5.75
3.43

45
33
81

0.75
0.70
0.81

89.3
89.9
84.3

Figure 5. Open circuit flux lines with the two stators circumferentially shifted by one rotor pole pitch with respect to each other. The magnetic flux leakage
is greatly reduced as compared with Fig. 4. The utilization of the PMs is increased with most of them actively contributing to the flux production.
Table III
P ERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED MACHINES AT A RATED SPEED OF 300 RPM . A LL THE MACHINES HAVE THE SAME MAIN DIMENSIONS
AND COPPER LOSS . I N ALL CASES , THE TWO STATORS ARE CIRCUMFERENTIALLY SHIFTED WITH RESPECT TO EACH OTHER BY ONE ROTOR POLE PITCH
OR 180 ◦ ELECTRICAL .

Coils/Rotor
Poles

kt
(Nm/A)

Output
(kW)

Core Loss
Loss(W)

Copper
Loss (W)

Goodness
√
(Nm/ W )

Torque
ripple (%)

Power
factor

Electrical
efficiency (%)

6/20
6/32
6/34

11.56
17.97
15.85

5.47
8.47
7.47

145
320
396

318
318
318

8.05
8.47
8.90

27
12
20

0.83
0.80
0.89

92.2
92.9
91.3

Figure 6. Developed view of the proposed axial flux PM machine with the two
stators circumferentially shifted by one rotor pole pitch with respect to each
other. The coil connections in the stators need to be modified as compared
with Fig. 2b.

IV. P ERFORMANCE I MPROVEMENT BY R ELATIVELY
S HIFTING THE S TATORS
In order to improve the performance of Vernier-type machines, a relative circumferential shift of the stators by one
rotor pole pitch has been previously proposed, e.g [1], [3],
[4]. For the topology proposed in the current paper, such
a procedure aims to lower the magnetic flux leakage and
increase the number of magnets actively participating in the
flux production at any rotor position and operation instance
with an ultimate target of improving performance, including
power factor.
Hence, for each of the topologies previously introduced, the
effect of shifting the rotors is studied. When the two stators
are shifted with respect to each other by one rotor pole pitch,
the stator coil connections need to be reversed (Fig. 6). The
resultant magnetic field, which is illustrated in Fig. 5 for the
example 6/32 machine, has substantially reduced flux leakage
that is evidenced by the higher flux density in the stator back

iron. Closer observation of the example field pattern shows
that most of the PMs are active.
The open circuit emf and torque with and without shifting
are shown in Fig.7. It is seen that the open circuit EMF more
than doubles, as does the instantaneous torque. In both cases,
with and without shifting, the stator copper losses are equal.
The effect of shifting the stators in the other topologies
was also explored, and significant performance improvements
were observed. Similarly to the 6/32 machine, the open circuit
voltage and torque are substantially enhanced (Fig. 8 and 9).
The results included in Table III indicate that for the three
designs studied, the core loss also increase upon circumferentially shifting the two stators, due to higher flux density in
different parts of the magnetic circuit.
An interesting point to be noted is that the shifting of
stators improves the performance of the designs with a higher
number of poles considerably, to a much larger extent than
for the example 6/20 machine. This could be explained by
considering that the magnetic fringing and leakage is expected
to increase with the number of poles. Hence, the 6/20 machine
has the least leakage among the studied examples and the 6/34
design has the highest. Because the relative shifting of the
two stators increases the number of useful magnets, thereby
reducing leakage, the improvement achieved by shifting in the
former configuration is not that significant.
The shifting of the stators for the designs considered
improves the power factor, goodness and the power output
achievable from the same frame size (Table III). Furthermore,
the peak-to-peak torque ripple remains almost the same upon
shifting, and, as average torque increases, the percentage ripple

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7. Open circuit emf for the 6/32 machine with 3 small auxiliary stator teeth per each large tooth with: (a) the two stators aligned, (b) stators
circumferentially shifted from each other by 180◦ electrical, and (c) instantaneous torque with and without the shifting. Shifting of the stators significantly
increases the open circuit emf, and the torque.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 8. Open circuit emf for the 6/20 machine with 2 small auxiliary stator teeth per each large tooth with: (a) the two stators aligned, (b) stators
circumferentially shifted from each other by 180◦ electrical, and (c) instantaneous torque with and without the shifting. Shifting of the stators increases the
torque by only about 50 %, in contrast to the 6/32 machine and the torque ripple is very high.

reduces. While there are many advantages due to stator shifting, it should not be forgotten that the introduced asymmetry
may change the balance of axial forces of attraction between
the two stators and the rotor with possible implications in
terms of noise, vibrations, bearings and enclosure designs etc.
A special note is due for the relatively low power factor,
which is often regarded as a typical natural limitation of
Vernier type machines. A low power factor increases the voltampere rating of the inverter and results in higher cost for
power electronics. While this maybe a concern, especially for
high speed operation, it may not be a major issue for low-speed
high-torque applications, in which case the relatively physical
large size of the electric machine may be the dominant factor
for the system cost.
An interesting application of the principle of shifting the two
stators with respect to each other could be the functionality of
an effective “Mechanical Field Weakening”. In the constant
torque region, the two stators may be shifted with respect
to each other by one rotor pole pitch, at which maximum
torque per ampere is obtained. With increasing speed, the
circumferential shift between the stators could be modified,
leading to a reduction in back emf and torque. The procedure
may be used in conjunction with conventional electronic
control schemes for field weakening in order to achieve a very
wide constant power region.

V. C ONCLUSION
This paper proposes a dual-stator single-rotor axial flux PM
machine topology with a very high ratio of rotor poles to
stator concentrated coils. Such machines can be derived from
fractional slot concentrated winding PM synchronous motors
by adding relatively large “dummy” notches to the stator tooth
tips in order to create a special profile of the airgap surface
and permeance and enhance a magnetic gearing effect.
An example three phase motor with 6 coils, each wound
around a main tooth, would be combined in a conventional
PM synchronous motor with a 4 pole or with an 8 pole rotor.
In the special examples discussed in the paper for the proposed
topology, a machine with 6 coils and main teeth and multiple
auxiliary teeth can be combined with a rotor with as low
as 20 poles and as high as 46 poles. For the spoke rotor
topology considered in the design studies and fixed values of
the main design variables, the high polarity naturally increases
the flux concentration, which, in addition to the magnetic
gearing effect, results in very high specific torque and makes
the comparison with conventional designs irrelevant.
The reported design studies comprise the tabulation of
possible main and auxiliary teeth and rotor pole combinations
and the comparative performance including specific power
output, goodness, efficiency, power factor, and torque ripple.
It is shown that circumferentially shifting the two stators with

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 9. Open circuit emf for the 6/32 machine with 3 small auxiliary stator teeth per each large tooth with: (a) The two stators aligned, (b) stators
circumferentially shifted from each other by 180◦ electrical, and (c) instantaneous torque with and without the shifting. Without shifting of the stators, this
machine has much lower torque than the other two studied topologies. Shifting of the stators increases the torque dramatically, making it perform better than
the 6/20 machine, and comparable to the 6/32 machine.

respect to each other by one rotor pole pitch may significantly
increase performance, for example by increasing the goodness
by 50% and by reducing three times the torque ripple.
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